
PROBLEMS 101

14. In the photoelectric effect, if the intensity of incident
light is very low, then the number of photons per sec-
ond striking the metal surface will be small and the
probability per second of electron emission per surface

atom will also be small. Account for the observed
instantaneous emission of photoelectrons under these
conditions.

15. Blacker than black, brighter than white. (a) Take a large,
closed, empty cardboard box. Cut a slot a few mil-
limeters wide in one side. Use black pens, markers,
and soot to make some stripes next to the slot, as
shown in Figure Q3.15a. Inspect them with care and
choose which is blackest — the figure does not show
enough contrast to reveal which it is. Explain why it is
blackest. (b) Locate an intricately shaped compact
fluorescent light fixture, as in Figure Q3.15b. Look at
it through dark glasses and describe where it appears
brightest. Explain why it is brightest there. Suggestion:

Gustav Kirchhoff, professor at Heidelberg and master
of the obvious, gave the same answer to part (a) as
you likely will. His answer to part (b) would begin
like this: When electromagnetic radiation falls on its
surface, an object reflects some fraction r of the 
energy and absorbs the rest. Whether the fraction 
reflected is 0.8 or 0.001, the fraction absorbed is 
a � 1 � r. Suppose the object and its surroundings
are at the same temperature. The energy the object
absorbs joins its fund of internal energy, but the sec-
ond law of thermodynamics implies that the absorbed
energy cannot raise the object’s temperature. It does
not produce a temperature increase because the ob-
ject’s energy budget has one more term: energy radi-
ated . . . . You still have to make the observations and
answer questions (a) and (b), but you can incorpo-
rate some of Kirchhoff’s ideas into your answer if you
wish. (Alexandra Héder)

PROBLEMS

3.1 Light as an Electromagnetic Wave

1. Classical Zeeman effect or the triumph of Maxwell’s equations!
As pointed out in Section 3.1, Maxwell’s equations may
be used to predict the change in emission frequency
when gas atoms are placed in a magnetic field. Consider
the situation shown in Figure P3.1. Note that the applica-
tion of a magnetic field perpendicular to the orbital
plane of the electron induces an electric field, which
changes the direction of the velocity vector. (a) Using

show that the magnitude of the electric field is given by

(b) Using F dt � m dv, calculate the change in speed,
�v, of the electron. Show that if r remains constant,

(c) Find the change in angular frequency, ��, of the
electron and calculate the numerical value of �� for B

equal to 1 T. Note that this is also the change in
frequency of the light emitted according to Maxwell’s
equations. Find the fractional change in frequency,
��/�, for an ordinary emission line of 500 nm. (d) Ac-
tually, the original emission line at �0 is split into three
components at �0 —��, �0, and �0 � ��. The line at
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�0 � �� is produced by atoms with electrons rotating
as shown in Figure P3.1, whereas the line at �0 � �� is
produced by atoms with electrons rotating in the oppo-
site sense. The line at �0 is produced by atoms with
electronic planes of rotation oriented parallel to B.
Explain.

3.2 Blackbody Radiation

2. The temperature of your skin is approximately 35�C.
What is the wavelength at which the peak occurs in the
radiation emitted from your skin?

3. A 2.0-kg mass is attached to a massless spring of force
constant k � 25 N/m. The spring is stretched 0.40 m
from its equilibrium position and released. (a) Find
the total energy and frequency of oscillation according
to classical calculations. (b) Assume that the energy is
quantized and find the quantum number, n, for the sys-
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